
Sound Advice Part Two:  articulation (E)ase for clarinetists 
By Paula Corley 
 
 
Good articulated tone quality is almost always at the top of the clarinet “fix it” list.  Opinions on 
how to achieve good articulated tone vary considerably, making it somewhat difficult to decide 
what works best for you or your students.  Here are some things to consider. 
 
Pronunciation of consonants and vowels provide a concept for articulating on clarinet.  
However, when we speak, we don’t have a clarinet mouthpiece and reed inside our mouth. 
 
The vowel sound long “e” works well for maintaining good tone while articulating.  The most 
focused clarinet sound occurs when the tongue is high and forward inside the mouth.  In some 
languages there is no long “e” sound, so it may be necessary to look for alternatives to produce 
the same sound.  For example, in Mandarin the number “one”, (yi), sounds like a long “e”.  
 
Consonants may also be pronounced differently according to native language.  For example, 
when making the “t” sound in English, the tongue touches the gum ridge behind the upper 
front teeth. The Spanish “t” is produced quite differently, with the tongue actually touching the 
back of the front teeth, without the puff of air that characterizes the English “t”.  Most 
commonly, “T” as in the word “tea” is used in clarinet articulation for a crisp start to the sound; 
whereas “D” is often preferred for a slightly softer start. 
 
Poor articulated tone on clarinet is likely the result of excessive tongue motion and not the 
consonant used to start the sound.  Excessive tongue motion can occur when practice tempos 
are too slow.  Allow students to start at their ‘natural’ tempo.  Faster tempos minimize tongue 
motion.  Faster tempos require the tongue to stay close to the reed, minimizing the motion.  
Work backwards to slower speeds, trying to maintain the same light touch on the reed. 
 
 
For the youngest students:  make certain students can perform a one octave scale slurred 
before attempting line 2 in the example below. 
 

  
 



For intermediate/advancing Students:  The “All in One” exercise below should be played in a 
waltz tempo – as fast and light as possible.  Again, the ability to slur the scale accurately and 
evenly is first priority. 
 

 
 
 
For daily practice, tonguing “bursts” are a good choice.  Short segments of repeated notes are 
the best option for increasing speed, clarity, and consistency.  Practice in every key and in 
different octaves as needed.  Remember:  a slow practice tempo is not the best strategy for 
practicing light, fast tonguing. A slow tempo can lead to excessive tongue and embouchure 
movement.  Start with a tempo that is comfortable and then increase or decrease to achieve 
good articulated tone at all tempos. 
 

 
Looking for legato?  How about accurate subdivision?  The exercise below is in my daily 
rotation.   

• The 32nd notes determine the starting tempo. (MM 50 is a good point of departure.) 
• Use a metronome.  One beat per figure. 
• Practice in different octaves.  Try “12th’s”:  E/B, F/C for example. 
• Fastest figures require minimal tongue motion.  Tongue should be close to the reed and 

near the tip of the reed.   
• One breath for the exercise. 

For additional resources please visit me here:   www.clarinetcity.com 


